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Bestselling author Dan Buettner reveals how to transform your wellbeing using smart nutrition,
lifestyle, and fitness habits gleaned from longevity study on the diets, diet plan, and way of living
practices of the communities he's identified as "Blue Zones"—those places with the world's
longest-lived, and thus healthiest, people, including locations such as Okinawa, Japan; With the
audacious belief that the lifestyles of the world's Blue Zones could possibly be adapted and
replicated in towns across THE UNITED STATES, Buettner launched the largest preventive
health care project in the United States, The Blue Zones Town Makeovers, which has impacted
the health of an incredible number of Americans since 2009. Costa Rica's Nicoya Peninsula;
Ikaria, Greece; and Loma Linda, California. Sardinia, Italy; In The Blue Zones Solution, readers
could be inspired by the precise stories of the people, foods, and routines of our healthy elders;
Filled with moving personal tales, delicious recipes, checklists, and useful tips that will transform
any home into a miniature blue area, The Blue Zones Answer is the greatest blueprint for a
healthy, happy existence. and learn the precise foods— Through the entire book are lifestyle
suggestions, checklists, and stories to assist you create your own personal Blue Zones solution.
Visitors will find out and apply the 80/20 rule, the plant slant diet plan, social aspects of eating
that lead to weight reduction and great health naturally, cultivating your "tribe" of friends and
family, and your greater purpose as part of your daily routine.including the 50 superfoods of
longevity and dozens of recipes adapted designed for Western tastes and markets—offering
delicious methods to eat the right path to optimum health. understand the part community,
family, and normally healthy habits can play in enhancing our diet plan and health;
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My 91 year older neighbor will abide by the guidance given in this book. Lots of good info. The
cliff notes edition is they located locations all over the world where people live the longest. He
eats a whole lot of broccoli and wholegrain bread. Then they went to these places and studied
the people, their diets, their habits and interviewed people about why they believed people lived
longer in their region.am today 69 and no health issues. 1. He is outside doing something in his
backyard everyday when its not really raining. have an objective in lifestyle 3. downshift
-meditate-relax 4. 80% guideline - consume 80% of your food, leave 20% on your own plate 5.
plant slant - more veggies, less meat 6. wine at 5 - one glass a day 7. However I believe there is
only a limited amount of the lifestyle that us who do live the industrial life will EVER have the
ability to imitate, regardless of the endless happy cheer-leading in the reserve that "you as well
can reside in a blue area". community - be engaged in your community in someway 9. I'd have
liked to know a bit more about the lifestyle part although this book focuses mostly on diet plan.
I was an exhausted inactive barely able to leave home without help. He amazes me. I was
talking to him about issues the publication said and he offered his advice; He smoked until he
was 40 but he quit and said everybody should give up, he quit sugars in 1993, he eats beans,
usually navy coffee beans everyday. They called these the blue zones. move normally 2. He goes
to bed at around 7pm and gets up at 4-5 am. He has close friends that he is out with every week
and he goes to church weekly. He also offers 1 can of beer a day. Want he previously pictures for
the webpages on the cookbook part. He offers two big fluffy dogs and he takes proper care of
these. He's broke his hip, he's had lots of epidermis cancers removed and treated with radiation
but hardly ever any continuing condition like high blood circulation pressure or heart disease.
Therefore he agreed that the tips in the publication is spot on so far as he's concerned.). So I
read this reserve a decade ago when it had been called The Jungle Impact: Healthiest Diet
programs from Around the World--Why They Function and Steps to make Them Work for You
by Daphne Miller M. There is also guidance for turning your house into a blue zone." I'd have
liked to know a bit more about the approach to life part . Ya... This is a good browse.works for me
Been reading things like this since a kid....ex. In fact, should you have any curiosity in the topic,
skip straight to this publication.... They developed 9 things to longer life. I utilize good details... I
only discovered beef at the one Outback steakhouse that they had while I was living there..
Eliminating carbonated drinks is a significant step towards the 50%..), and beans are a regular
part of the diet. This is a very good book for those looking to change their diet and . Six years
back, my wife died. I've a neighbor who is 91 and he lives only, drives himself, does his own yard
work and he needs zero medications. Our USAF family had lived on three continents for over six
years. I began a life-style of recovery and restoration of wellness. Today, my diet is becoming
nearly the same as "Blue Zones Solutions" results. My doctors are astonished when my full
blood, chemicals and various other tests are all within the standard range. His survey on other
sets of people merits rational reviews. great sequel to the sooner book Really interesting followup to the sooner Blue Zones. Hunza people, proved helpful as RN for 38 years. As an 81-yr old
widower,"Blue Zones Solutions" confirmed my intuitive ?observations... This is an excellent book
for those seeking to change their diet and incorporate healthy alternatives. love this and the
initial blue zones book love this and the initial blue zones publication. We're using it at least
every week. Recommended. Full of recipes and ideas. i've actually changed the way i eat
because of this book, which may be the first time a reserve has influenced me to make that
change. Heck, they even eat pet parts we American generally don't eat, such as cow tongue. He
brings up excellent reasons for changing one's diet that's not a fade. I wish to live in a Blue Zone
now. Also check out Dr. Michael Greger's "How Not to Die. I recommend this book... Granted,

they eat lower portions of meats than we perform in America, but meat is still a substantial area
of the menu within their restaurants, as well. They mainly live rural pastoral lifestyles. family first
- keep them close and revel in the relationships. right tribe - have long time friends who've
healthy practices 8. Dan appears to have a vegan/vegetarian agenda (as he is one himself) and
doesn't wish you to learn that meats is a big section of the Okinawan diet, and probably various
other Blue Zone diet plans. It does appear blue zones people mainly eat high carb, with the
addition of a lot of food picked new of the trees and plant life locally that time (it goes with their
rural way of living, but again how a lot of us will imitate that? Blue Zones Solutions Confirms My
Own Intuition.It is also true the dishes don't seem to check out the actual diet programs of the
people as described in the book that much. I love ethnic cookbooks that make an effort to be as
authentic as possible with a few adaptations for items that aren't possible to find elsewhere, but
these recipes do seem tailored to a preexisting diet philosophy, rather than what the people in
the blue zones had been actually eating at least as referred to in the book. Those hateful
pounds still seem like they might be tasty though, but I really wanted more out of this book
when compared to a few recipes. Great research, but end the "we certainly are a village" feel
great life style Actually interesting. I don't choose that vegan junk technology.. I take no
medications, not an 81 mg aspirin. It's also encouraging reading about different, previously
harmful pockets of the country have turned things around. They eat entire and not processed
food items, eat in an organization setting and not only, are spiritual, move during the day in their
garden, strolling and etc. That people should pester our politicians, make a movement via our
neighbors. I think the results, which are good. Should speak for itself. He says its for his kidneys.
Living better and living longer Living better and living longer. Like how exactly to clean beans,
and really should you. Will buy a second book to provide to a friend. copies another book? In
addition, it has a large amount of dishes for foods the people in the blue zones are eating.D. I
felt this book didn't proceed in depth more than enough and got whisy washy conclusions. Alot
of repetative information Very repetitive explanation of author's travels..and we are able to all do
that. Purposefully Misleading I did so not read this book, but visited Dan Buettner's website
instead, and if his publication is a reflection of the quality recipes on his website and his way of
living choices, then understand that this book is most likely purposefully misleading! The dietary
plan similarities seemed significantly less than the life style similarities. As a veteran who
resided in Okinawa for several years (and you can inquire ANY veteran who has lived in
Okinawa), I can affirm that meat is just about everywhere in Okinawa, though it is mostly
seafood or poultry. Beef is rare.. Blue zones rock Love reading about how exactly people around
the world live happy, healthy lives. That was on the menu at Yoshi's restauraunt (Simply google
it people, "Yoshi's restaurant, Okinawa" and appearance at the pictures - meat everywhere! And
this isn't an exception, it's the norm. Very well done book with interesting and entertaining
interviews and assistance. Meat is in their sushi, nigiri, their soup, their gyoza, tempura, it's even
along with crackers with sauce. It seems the main thing the blue area people have in common is
they don't live in modern industrial culture. But YouTube might help with that. If you can simply
do 50% of what this reserve suggests, you have improved your wellbeing and propects for living
longer. And, 50 % is quite do-able.take it to center.... Except the idea of treating animals with
dignity.. Living Past 100 Years The book discusses different areas across the world that has sets
of people that live past the age of 100+. These folks have similar strategies that get them to age
100+. He does review board almost to the political aspect of "we are a village" motion. Drink
clean drinking water , nor smoke or beverage. A book well worth reading if you would like to live
till 100. There are many recipes behind the book. Amazing Everyone in america over 16 must

have to learn this book Alimentarse inteligentemente Buena informacion
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